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Common lodging-houses were by no means the cheapest form of
shelter; the cellar or the garret at a shilling or eighteenpence a week
housed a family - among the Irish more than a family. The cellar
dwelling in London, was, as we have seen, called into existence or at
least encouraged by the proclamations against new buildings. The pro-
clamation of 1607 forbade cellars made in the past five years to be used
'for lodgings or tipling or victualling houses'. At the time when parish
authorities, fearing the burden of the poor, were doing their best to
enforce the regulations against inmates, only respectable householders
licensed by the constable were allowed to harbour them and these found
it to their interest to let their cellars to poor people.74 Consequently
cellar dwellings became general. In the seventeenth century (as in the
eighteenth) the poorer artisans and traders had shops and dwellings in
the cellars of houses they never entered. These cellars were entered by
steps from the street down a well which was supposed to be closed at
nightfall by a flap for the safety of passers-by, but open cellars were one
of the many dangers of the streets after dark.75 The cellar became the
natural resort of the small dealer or artisan whose business made it
necessary diat his customers should have easy access to him from the
street. Hence the greengrocer and the cobbler are often to be found in
cellars while the mechanic who worked for a shopkeeper went by the
generic name of garret-master or chamber-master.
Milk cellars were common, in fact the cellar seems to have been the
usual base for the retailer of milk. Milk walks, like newspaper walks,
were bought and sold. The stock-in-trade of the business was of the
scantiest. The milk-carrier fetched the milk from one of the cow-
keepers round London in the early morning and cried it through the
street or streets included in the milk walk. The milk score was chalked
upon the door-post of the customer and the pails and wooden tallies -
the books of the business - were kept in the cellar occupied by the
proprietor of the walk and his or her family, including perhaps a weekly
servant or a parish apprentice girl to carry the pails.76 It was no wonder
that milk from the cow - from one of the cow-keepers in the parks or
from the *Lactarium* in St George's Fields - was one of the minor
luxuries of Londoners.77
Cellars which were also business premises of a sort, where the tenant
would often occupy the front and back cellar, would naturally have

